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S

As Hank Verryt mentions elsewhere in this
issue, the number of Rózsa performances expanded greatly in 2008. And so too, thanks to
Hank, did our ability to announce them in advance on the Web site. Here we can only summarize some of the highlights. All dates were
2008, except as noted.
Jungle Book Suite Niagara (Canada) Symphony on 2, 3 May 2009
Concerto for String Orchestra
 Zurich Chamber Orchestra, cond. by
Muhai Tang
 Marine Chamber Orchestra, cond. by Major Jason K. Fetti, at Alexandria, Va., and
Northern. Virginia Community College
 Radomska Chamber Orchestra (Poland)
 Ensemble Prometheus (Paris)
 Pacific Symphony Orchestra (California,
February 2009)
 Dallas Chamber Orchestra (10 May 2009)
Violin Concerto
 Sergey Ostrovsky in Jerusalem
 Robert McDuffie in Rochester, Salt Lake
City, Mexico City, Mercer University, Dallas, Austin, and Buffalo (21, 22 March
2009). Also in Chicago and at Bowling
Green State University with the Jerusalem
Symphony cond. by Leon Botstein.
 George Liener in Trier, Germany
 Robert Bokor in Belgrade and Budapest
Sinfonia concertante (or the popular extracted theme and variations slow movement)
 Jamie Laredo and Sharon Robinson with
the Delaware Symphony and Britt Orchestra (Oregon) and at Indiana University
(cond. by Leonard Slatkin, January 2009)
Continued on p. 38
News (continued from p. 2)

TARTING WITH PMS 64, the flow of
Rózsa news has exceeded the capacity of
these pages to catalog it. Completists and researchers need to consult the Rózsa Society
Web site (www.miklosrozsa.org) especially
under Concerts (for lists of past and future
performances) and Discography (for data about
all significant recordings of concert and film
music).
Developments at the site have been spectacular. Doug Raynes has created a massive
discography of the film music in the compact
disc era (from 1985). It contains 115 items,
identifying every individual track and even displaying front and back cover images. In a separate document he has also cataloged the very
substantial number of Rózsa films available on
DVD. Frank DeWald has developed a similar
concert music discography. This one also includes the LPs and the sole cassette and DVD
issues: 98 items in all. Unlike past discographies
(see PMS 28, 45, 46, and 48 for important documentation of the LP era), both documents are
being kept up to date on the site.
For the maintenance and spectacular expansion of the site itself we give thanks to our
initial Webmaster, Matthew Gear of Australia,
and now to Hank Verryt of The Netherlands,
who has injected tremendous creative energy
this year. We have also inaugurated a Web archive of Pro Musica Sana. At this writing, the
following issues are open for public view: 1–4,
9, 10, 13. Within a year we expect to include at
least the first twenty-five issues. Later issues
remain available for purchase in print. Frank
DeWald, Ralph Erkelenz, Alan Hamer, Doug
Raynes, and Hank Verryt have all contributed
to the archiving and (with Mark Koldys) to
other Society projects. Our thanks to all of
these gentlemen.
Notable Performances
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A Tale of the Score
Part Four
Ralph Erkelenz

T

HERE and back again: We have followed Judah Ben-Hur from his childhood home
in Jerusalem to Nazareth and on to Tyrus; we have accompanied him on his way
from the galleys to imperial Rome, and then back to his native country. Seventy-seven
different cues have been discussed so far, or roughly 300 out of the 517 pages contained
in the Library of Congress microfilm copy of the score of BEN-HUR. In this part we will
see Judah return to his home and challenge Messala. The music for the lepers and the
circus scenes will be discussed and the various Intermission versions compared. We will
continue to discover what new insights the handwritten score might reveal about composing, rewriting, editing, and recording this monumental motion picture. We have seen that
some of the music was recorded as written, but afterwards abridged or even deleted to
suit the needs of the finished movie. Other parts of the score contained bars marked for
possible deletion, sometimes recorded, sometimes not. There were also alternative versions, some of which never made it onto the sound stage.
References to the microfilm copy
no.
[my own chronological] number of the title in question
Page
the first page of the piece (my own count: the pages are not numbered in the
copy)
Title
the original wording of the title
Reg.no. the registration number allotted to each title, which usually appears in a frame in
the top left corner of the first page of each title, then in smaller ciphers and
without the frame in the top left corner of each of the following pages
Reel/part the reference to the original film reels
3

Date
no.pp.
Dur.
Mm.

the date that appears next to the title (this must be the day that those pages were
written rather than recorded as they always predate the recording dates indicated
in the Rhino booklet); all dates are 1959
the number of pages used for this title
duration of the title as indicated in writing (not to be confused with the actual
duration of the recording)
number of measures (usually each single measure has been numbered).

References to the recordings
Rhino
The double CD original soundtrack published as Rhino R2 72197 [1996]
Rhino II 12 Track no. 12 on the second CD (‗Hatred‘)
MRSSS
The acetate recordings of the original soundtrack published by the Miklós
Rózsa Society Subscription Service [RM 3 to 5; 1980s]
DVD
The ‗music only‘ track from the four-disc video collector‘s edition, Warner
67535 [2005]
Aldebaran A 3-CD ‗promotional copy‘ published in Germany as Aldebaran
0506095/59.1-3 [1995], with the ‗music only‘ soundtrack (badly edited) from
the laser disc plus previously unpublished tracks from the acetates and other
sources

78

Homecoming - New

 MRSSS 54
no. page
69

267

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

Homecoming - New

1724-17
NEW

16-A+1

06-04

4

1:38

52

After leaving Sheik Ilderim, Judah returns to Jerusalem and to his home. There are
two surviving versions of the ‗Homecoming‘ music—this ‗new‘ one and a ‗final version‘ (no. 79). The ‗old‘ or original music has not survived in the conductor‘s score. Written (copied) on June 4, 1959, the ‗new‘ version immediately starts with the familiar Judea
theme, complete with its countermelody. The cue is longer than the final version ultimately heard in the movie (1:38 vs. 1:16), and the theme appears in its more comprehensive
form at the beginning of the cue.
Apart from that, however, the ‗new‘ and the ‗final‘ versions are nearly identical from
the moment of the dissolve to the courtyard onwards; i.e., when the oboe takes over the
melody. Interestingly, that is also the moment when a new measure count sets in: the
score ‗jumps‘ from m. 12 to m. 21 at the beginning of the second page. This might mean
that only the first page of this cue was rewritten, and that, as from page 2, we have the
4

resumption of the ‗old‘ version before our eyes. However, all the pages of this cue have
been marked as ‗new—rev.‘, which could of course just as well have been added to the
original version at this later date. The evidence remains inconclusive.
Neither the Rhino nor the Aldebaran has this version of ‗Homecoming‘, but the
MRSSS acetate sources do. When we study the written material we find that a more or
less repetitive measure (35) has been crossed out and consequently is not heard on the
recording. The second entry of the Judea theme coincides with a ‗C.U. on Ben-Hur‘ (at
1:00 in the score, m. 38).
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Homecoming – Final Version

 Rhino II 10 • Aldebaran II 3 • DVD I.32 (1:53:55)
no. page
71

273

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

Homecoming –
Final Version

1724-103

16-1

10-05

4

1:16

34

Four months later, in October 1959, Rózsa had to adjust this cue slightly, along with
thirteen others. It now starts with a short statement of the Ben-Hur motif, accompanying
Judah‘s exit from Ilderim‘s tent. After six seconds (at ‗Diss. to Joppa Gate‘) it segues into
the Judea theme. When Judah enters his home, we hear the ‗House of Hur‘ melody, before the Judea theme reappears. This is the music heard in the film.
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Memories

 Rhino II 11 • MRSSS 55 • Aldebaran II 4 (up to 2:33) • DVD I.33 (2:02:11)
Reel/
no.
no. page
Title
Reg.no.
Date
Dur. Mm.
part
pp.
?
r06-05
74 283
Memories
1724-14 18-1+2
7
2:48
61
r07-20
r07-27
This cue saw three revisions, all dated in the score; there is no date for the original
version. The music is, of course, the love theme , which sets in at 0:10 (‗Diss. to roof
top‘). One repetitive bar at the moment the alto flute begins the well-known melody (m.
2) has been crossed out and was never recorded. The movie (and the Aldebaran track)
jumps from bar 1 to bar 7, thus leaving out the first phrase of the melody, but the Rhino
and the MRSSS have the complete take. There is a nasty little cut in bar 32 (DVD 2:03:26,
5

when Esther says, ‗I‘m not a bride‘.), faithfully transferred to the Aldebaran disc, that
leaves out the second and third beats. Another reference to the on-screen action is at 1:37
(‗Kiss‘ – Rhino 1:37 • DVD 2:03:37).
There is an interesting little detail in mm. 39 and 43, where the first part of the countermelody, played by the clarinet and the oboe successively, has been slovenly crossed out
by a few hasty pencil strokes, but was recorded after all. By the way: can you hear the clarinet coming in late in m. 44 (Rhino 1:59)?
The cue has two slightly different endings, the first one adding and holding the low
brass chord identical with the start of the next (overlapping) cue, ‗Hatred – New‘. That
moment is described as, ‗She raises head‘ (i.e., Esther looking up apprehensively to Judah). What we hear in most of the recordings is the first two bars of the first ending,
which then immediately segues into the following cue, as indicated in the sheet music
(‗overlap‘). This is also evident from the Rhino tracking – the first brass chord is still part
of this track (2:45). The MRSSS is the only recording with the last measure of the first
ending played out to the full, ending on a fermata. Frank DeWald suggests that the second
ending, which cadences calmly in C major, might have been provided in the event the
overlap was not used.
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Hatred – New

 Rhino II 12 • Aldebaran II 4 (from 2:33) • DVD I.34 (2:04:44)
no. page
75

290

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

―Hatred‖ – new

1724-13
NEW

18-3

05-29
r07-20
r08-03

3

Dur. Mm.
1:31

32

This cue also underwent some revisions, only the last of which has come down to
us. It takes up the countermelody of the love theme and transforms it into a minor -mode
rendition, thus adding to the general impression of anguish and hatred created by the low
brass and strings. When Esther starts to talk about Jesus (0:37 – ‗I‘ve heard‘), the Christ
theme comes in for a moment, only to be interrupted at 0:49 (‗Judah‘) by more brooding
music. The moment Esther tells Judah, ‗You‘ll die‘ (1:14), there is a harsh stab of the
trombones followed by an accentuated cello and bassoon triplet (m. 27). This measure is
repeated in the movie (and the Aldebaran) to coincide with another movement of Esther‘s head, but there is no indication of this repetition in the score, nor can it be heard
on the Rhino (1:14 – 1:17). I find this instance of musical editing rather clever, as it directs
our attention to Esther‘s reaction and at the same time links two shots, covering up a
somewhat awkward optical cut (DVD 2:06:03) showing Judah and Esther from nearly
(but not exactly) the same camera standpoint.
6

82

The Dungeon

no. page
72

277

Title

Reg.no.

The Dungeon

1724-29

Reel/
part
18-1

Date
05-26

no.
pp.
4

Dur. Mm.
1:50

36

 no recordings available
Rózsa had obviously planned to provide a musical accompaniment to the scene
where we see Drusus and the prison wardens descending to the lower level in order to
find out if Miriam and Tirzah are still alive. There is no known recording of this music,
however. It contains some references to the action, such as: ‗Group descending‘ (0:20),
‗They stop‘ (0:38) and ‗Stops suddenly‘ (1:50). If you start the DVD at ca. 2:10:08 these
references neatly coincide with what is happening on the screen: The group start their
descent at 2:10:28, and they stop for a second at 2:10:46. The jailer ‗stops suddenly‘ at
2:11:45, which is some seconds too early if you go by the written material.
The music (ex. 39) is characterized by a recurring motif first played pp by low brass
and woodwinds, later by trombones and tubas (plus piano) in a moderato lugubre tempo:

Like the second motif in the Rowing of the Galley Slaves, for example, it is basically a one
-note line interrupted by a minor third jump up and down (ornamented the second time
around). In the first six bars it is harmonized using an E major chord in the lower section
clashing with E minor in the horns (G vs. G-sharp), thus creating an acute friction underlining the lugubrious atmosphere of the dungeon. From bar 7, this motif is accompanied
by tremolo strings playing a one-bar, four-note countermelody composed of open
fourths:

relentlessly repeated over the next 7 bars. Then from bar 15 we hear a variation of the
initial motif played by tremolo violins and muted trumpets:

7

Example 39

8

9

It is only towards the end of this cue that the somber piano mood crescendos to a
fortissimo within three bars. The last chord overlaps with the first one of the following cue,
when the score says (at 1:50) that the jailer ‗Stops suddenly‘.
From this we can gather that Rózsa intended a continuous musical accompaniment
not only from the very beginning of the prison scenes, but also – as we shall see in the
discussion of the next cue – right up to the end of it.
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Lepers

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

76

293

Lepers

1724-25

Reel/
part
19-1

Date
05-20

no.
pp.
2

Dur. Mm.
0:57

18

 Rhino II 13 • MRSSS 59 • Aldebaran II 5 • DVD I.36 (2:11:45)
This is the moment when the music starts to play in the movie to underline the jailer‘s expression of revulsion upon seeing the two lepers in their cell. The music helps the
audience to imagine what he sees, so that it is not necessary to actually show the disfigured women. The music is brusquely terminated when the door is closed; no doubt somebody feared that it might distract from the following dialogue. The music-only track of
the DVD plays the entire cue, as do the Rhino and the MRSSS. The Aldebaran seems to
be an alternative take of nearly the same length, which has the last five measures speeded
up by the low brass countermelody twice coming in too early.
All the recordings deviate from the score, however, inasmuch as they regularly have
a gong and a bass drum stroke two beats after each of the stabbing chords, whereas the
score always has the gong on the first beat and no drums at all. The same is true for the
timpani beats on 1 and 3 from 0:41 onwards (i.e., that part of the music which has been
deleted from the movie soundtrack).
It is evident that the cue had indeed been intended to last as long as it does on the
Rhino (1:00) from the references to the action. At 0:06 we read, ‗C.U. jailer‘, and at 0:20,
‗Drusus‘, which coincides with what we see. At 0:32 Drusus ‗signals jailer‘ to close the
door (still in keeping with the movie), and at 0:47 we read the jailer‘s words, ‗Then we‘ll
burn‘.

84

Lepers – New

no. page
73

281

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Lepers - (new)

1724-25
NEW

18-2

06-04

2

 no recordings available

10

Dur. Mm.
0:37

15

Interestingly enough, this revised version of the same cue is virtually identical with
the preceding one (except for some minute details of instrumentation) – but it stops
shortly after that cell door is closed, thus complying with the music editor‘s (or the director‘s?) wishes! There is no telling why they used the older cue (no. 83) after all and then
decided to strangle the music in mid-bar.
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Return

no. page
77

295

78

296

Title
Return
(alternate intro)
Return and
Return (cont‘d)

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

1724-26

19-3

07-27

1

0:19

7

1724-26

19-3
20-1

05-20
r07-27

5

1:07
1:45

77

 Rhino II 14 • MRSSS 60 and 61 • Aldebaran II 6 (up to 2:04) and III 17 (up to 2:55) •
DVD I.37 (2:14:28)
The music for Miriam and Tirzah‘s tearful return to their home (only to say farewell)
was revised once and then edited in places in the movie soundtrack.
The somewhat strange title of cue no. 78 (‗Return and Return [cont‘d]) is explained if
you look at the reel labeling: this cue spans a reel change. At 1:07 the score says, ‗End reel
19 – pt. 3‘, and the last chord as well as the last note of the solo oboe in m. 26 have a fermata to allow for any timing discrepancies. You can still hear it in the MRSSS track (60),
which ends here. Even the timing starts anew in m. 27, where the new reel begins. More
evidence of tinkering with this scene is found in m. 43 at 0:45, where the dialogue excerpt
reads, ‗He must never know‘. This is specified twelve seconds before Judah appears (m.
47, 0:57: ‗Ben-Hur seen‘). The finished movie, however, does not contain this sentence.
The first seven bars of ‗Return‘ were later replaced by ‗Return – alternate intro‘. In
contrast to the original beginning we have added strings, timpani and a gong , but most of
the winds are missing. It‘s as though the two versions were layered over each other
(thanks to Frank DeWald for pointing this out to me). Curiously, this gong is not heard in
the recording – though it is notated in exactly the same place (on the second beat) as you
hear it in cue 83 (‗Lepers‘), where, however, it does not appear on paper! The older version had only the winds playing the chords. Another interesting detail: the original intro
had accentuated (fp) chords, whereas they are supposed to sound very soft in the alternate
intro (marked pp). In fact, they are played boldly, as indicated in the old intro. To make
the confusion perfect, the alternate intro has the following comment written above the
music: ‗Taken from 1724-58, reel 27, part 1, bars 1–7‘ – which is true, as the same notes
reappear in the first seven bars of ‗The Uncleans‘ (q.v.). These were the pre-photocopy
days, and thus the music was in fact written twice. But the recording of the intro to ‗The
Uncleans‘ again differs from the music on the sheet!
11

And that was only the first seven bars… Now, let‘s try and find a way through the
further intricacies of this cue. No recording preserves the original seven-bar intro. The
music on the Rhino is the revised version starting with the alternate intro and then
switching to the original cue for bar 8 at 0:19. If you listen very carefully you can actually
hear the very soft transition (cross-fade) from the fermata ending of reel 19 to the beginning of reel 20 at 1:07. At the end of the Ben-Hur theme (2:22) we hear the countermelody played on a flute, followed by a solo clarinet. At this point in the score Rózsa had provided four additional bars (58-61) that would have stretched Judah‘s theme a bit, but these
bars were crossed out and never recorded. The same goes for the last two bars before the
end of this cue (ex. 40), immediately before the next cue sets in.
In the movie this cue has been considerably edited.
When Miriam tells Esther, ‗We are lepers‘ (DVD 2:14:26), you hear those first seven
bars of the alternate intro, just as on the Rhino recording. But then there is an audible cut
(at 2:14:43) when Tirzah says, ‗Oh, Esther.‘ The music segues to the English horn playing
‗The Mother‘s Love‘ theme in m. 19 at 0:47 in the score. The next cut occurs at the beginning of m. 24 (DVD 2:14:55), where you can actually hear the first beat of that measure
(where the solo oboe plays a c2) at the same time as that of m. 28 (where the oboe starts a
third lower on a1) for a split second, which sounds as if two oboes were playing. By directly jumping from m. 23 to m. 28, this version omits the place where the reel change
was supposed to have happened (mm. 26–27). This cut occurs in the middle of a continuous shot, too, so the reel change must have been shifted to yet another point in the movie. Maybe it coincides with the aforementioned cut to ‗The Mother‘s Love‘.
The next bars to have been omitted are mm. 36 and 37 (DVD 2:15:17). Naturally
you don‘t hear mm. 58–61, as they were not recorded. At 2:16:09 the DVD music-only
track deviates from the actual movie soundtrack, as remarked in the Rózsa forum by William D. McCrum (October 7, 2006) and has an audible crossfade to the last note of this
cue (i.e., from m. 64 to m. 77, where the overlap was supposed to cut in). Contrary to
what Mr. McCrum states, this crossfade can also be spotted on the Aldebaran, but there it
is immediately followed by another crossfade to—m. 67, from where it follows the music
as heard on the Rhino! All this does not, I‘m afraid, corroborate McCrum‘s hypothesis of
an alternative shorter version, but rather points to some clumsy editing. Just a few bars
later, however, the Aldebaran lets us hear the prolonged last measure (77), before the next
cue is faded in with the love theme. This moment does not occur on the Rhino or in the
movie itself.
But this is still not all. There are two more cuts in the movie (but not on the Aldebaran, otherwise mirroring the soundtrack faithfully), which seem to have been necessary
for the correct timing of the next cue (‗Promise‘). They can be detected on the DVD at
2:16:14 and 2:16:20, where you actually hear a slight thud giving away the cut. The
measures omitted are mm. 67 and 71–72.
12

Example 40

13

The alternate Aldebaran track on the third CD resembles the MRSSS Syracuse tape
inasmuch as it also sports the fermata to end reel 19. The beginning of reel 20 has been
badly faded in, in true Aldebaran fashion. This track also has the last measure intact without any overlap, as in the MRSSS. Why they call it a shortened version in the booklet,
however, remains a mystery: this cue is one minute longer than the one on the second CD.
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Promise

no. page
79

301

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Promise

1724-27

20-2

05-20
r07-27

5

Dur. Mm.
2:26

54

 Rhino II 15 • MRSSS 63 • Aldebaran II 6 (from 2:04) and III 17 (from 2:55) • DVD
I.37 (2:16:27)
Esther‘s promise not to tell Judah she has seen the lepers is underscored with the
love theme, which naturally sets in at ‗You love him, Esther.‘ References to the dialogue
are at 0:40 (‗Promise me‘, m.17) and at 1:19 (‗I am content‘, m. 32), but this latter line,
spoken by Miriam, is actually heard ten seconds earlier, at m. 28, or 2:17:36 on the DVD).
Minor cuts occur as a consequence of mm. 14 and 46–47 having been deleted, although the score shows no intended deletions there. However, as all recorded versions
(see below) lack these measures, it can safely be assumed they were never recorded. There
are no audible cuts, either. Since the music-only DVD audio track is inexplicably silent
from 2:16:13 to 2:17:47, we can only follow the complete audio mixdown and remark
these cuts. The Rhino track shows no difference from the music used in the film. There is
a difference from the score, however, which asks the clarinets to play the last descending
melody (mm. 48ff.) in a slightly softer mezzoforte statement—but in the movie and on the
Rhino we hear a solo violin. The MRSSS recording has the clarinets and is thus more
faithful to the sheet music. Interestingly enough, m. 48 has the clarinet melody start on
the second beat, whereas the recording starts on beat one, which makes more musical
sense (ex. 41).
For no apparent reason, the first Aldebaran track (II 6) mutilates m. 33 (at 3:25) by
crossfading from the end of m. 32 to beat 3 of m. 33. The alternative Aldebaran track (III
17) is identical to the MRSSS recording including the clarinets, but without the hiss.
For the MGM album recording of ‗The Mother‘s Love‘, the composer made a number of changes, as is evident from the BEN-HUR LP score also preserved by Syracuse University: Rózsa composed a new beginning (stretching over 35 bars), but then used copies
of the original sheets, thus turning mm. 9ff. into mm. 36ff. (at 1:22 on the MGM or Sony
CD), and making such changes as doubling the violin part an octave higher and adding a
trumpet countermelody (from 1:27). And while he deletes the original bars 16 and 17, bar
14

14, which had been missing from the recordings for the movie, is in the album version.
Mm. 46–47 are marked as deleted in the LP score (they had never been recorded in the
first place), and the original repetitive bar 52 at the very end has been crossed out as well.
Despite all these alterations actually written into the score, the final recording still does not
exactly correspond to what the sheet music says. But tracking all the changes made for the
album recordings is beyond the scope of this essay.
Example 41

15
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Sorrow

no. page
80

306

Title

Reg.no.

Sorrow

1724-83

Reel/
part
20-3

Date
07-24

no.
pp.
2

Dur.

Mm.

0:58

18

 MRSSS 25 (up to 0:32) • Aldebaran III 19 (up to 0:32)
This cue, recorded in July, was replaced by the next one (‗Sorrow and Intermission‘)
in October. It does not appear on the Rhino, nor does it seem to have been preserved
anywhere else. The beginning of no. 87 is nearly identical to the film version, but after 24
seconds the Mother‘s love theme sets in, as you can hear in the MRSSS track. However,
only just four bars later the MRSSS recording segues to Messala‘s theme, much like the
corresponding entry in the next cue, but then subsiding quietly, to end on a long note. In
the score the Mother‘s Love theme was to continue for another 25 seconds and end quietly, too. Again, the Aldebaran track (identical to the MRSSS) has a much improved sound.
A possible explanation for this quiet ending lies in the Tunberg script, which suggests the original plan:
The script contains no hint at an intermission, so the decision to divide the movie

into two parts must have been made at a later date, necessitating an additional cue or
16

cues. In fact, Judah‘s first visit to Sheik Ilderim‘s tent (including Judah‘s introduction to
the horses and the talk with Balthasar) was originally placed between ‗Sorrow‘ and the
scene in the Roman bath.
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Intermission

 Aldebaran III 18
no. page
82

312

Title

Reg.no.

Intermission

1724-87

Reel/
part
21-1

Date
07-28

no.
pp.
1

Dur.

Mm.

0:18

7

This recording has only been preserved on the third Aldebaran disc. It dates from
July and starts with the Messala theme and ends on a few short fanfares. (ex. 42).

89

Intermission (new)

 MRSSS 56 • Aldebaran III 20
no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

83

313

Intermission (new)

1724-87
A

21-1

08-10

2

17

Dur. Mm.
0:31

14

Example 42

Two weeks after the first Intermission cue (no. 88) had been written and recorded, a
new one was composed. It also begins with a short Messala statement and the following
fanfares, but then, with a cymbal clash, the Ben-Hur theme appears in the brass, albeit for
only three bars. More fanfares finish this cue. (M. 13 was not recorded.) (ex. 43)
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Example 43

90

Sorrow and Intermission

no. page
81

308

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Sorrow
and Intermission

1724-109

20-3

10-07

4

 Rhino II 16 • Aldebaran II 7 • DVD I.38 (2:20:22)
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Dur. Mm.
1:19

39

Example 43 (continued)

By October, it had been settled that the intermission was to appear immediately after
Judah‘s confrontation with Esther, so another intermission cue was needed. This version
is interesting for the fact that, instead of cutting bars, material not present on paper was
actually added for the recording. One instance of this is the brass stab to coincide with
Judah looking at the mezuzah (m. 6, beat 3), where the original score only has, ‗His eyes
turn‘. The other addition consists in repeating measures 19 and 21, which conveys an extra urging pulse to the music.
20
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Entr‘acte

no. page
84

315

Title

Reg.no.

Entr‘acte

1724-77

Reel/
part
23-1

Date
07-09

no.
pp.
17

Dur.

Mm.

—

159

 MRSSS 57 • Aldebaran III 21
The dates for the two very different Entr‘acte cues are less than two weeks apart.
But why are there two? The sheet music allows us to speculate on the reason for composing two different pieces.
As this (and the following) cue did not have to be matched to filmed material, there
was no need for tampering with the recorded music once it was ‗in the can‘. This is why
the MRSSS and Aldebaran tracks are identical to the score. There is no indication of duration; the timing of the recordings is 3:38. Rhino does not include this track at all, and obviously it is not heard in the movie.
The exciting fortissimo opening fanfares of this cue have nothing in common with the
more stately Anno Domini theme heard in the Overture (no. 1), the Prelude (no. 8) and
the new Entr‘acte (no. 92). This vigoroso piece, played alla breve (i.e., 2/2 instead of 4/4 ),
immediately propels the listener forward with nervous string figures and polyrhythmic
timpani accompanying more upward brass motifs, interspersed with fragments of the Ben
-Hur theme. Next we hear the full A-B-A version of the love theme. The cue finishes
with a reprise of the vigorous music heard at the beginning, which gives this piece a distinct A-B-A form.
Since you would not expect this cue to reflect any on-screen action, it is surprising to
find the words ‗attaca [sic] Victory Parade‘ written above the last measure. This gives us a
rare insight into the state of planning in mid-July 1959. But the remark is also puzzling.
Clearly the vigorous Entr‘acte music must have been intended to prepare the audience for
the circus scenes that were presumably to have opened the second act. So why ―Victory
Parade‖? Maybe Rózsa or the copyist had simply forgotten the correct name of the following cue. (Note that there is a track called ‗Victory March‘ on the second Rhino CD
[II 25], but there is no such cue title in the written score. In fact, that track is one of the
so-called ‗Circus fanfares‘, which will be discussed later.) Besides, on a musical level of
argumentation, the last chord of the old Entr‘acte (C major, i.e., C-E-G) matches the first
one of the ‗Panem et circenses‘ march (open fifth, C-G). Try it out and play the march
immediately after the old Entr‘acte, and you‘ll see it makes perfect musical sense. What an
invigorating opening of Act II this would have been!
For the second MGM LP (More Music from Ben-Hur) Rózsa decided to record at least
part of this discarded Entr‘acte. You can see from the Syracuse LP manuscript material
that he used a photocopy of the original pages and inserted his changes with a pencil, for
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example the trumpet echoes starting in m. 21 (0:21 on the Sony CD) or the added horn
countermelody from m. 50 (0:50). Then the composer crossed out mm. 65–104 with long
diagonal pencil strokes. This is where he decided to switch to the Overture. In fact, he
took the copied pages from the Overture, ruled out the first page (mm. 1–9) and then
renumbered mm. 10–58 in pencil so that they now became mm. 65–114. Accordingly we
hear the Judea theme accompanied by pizzicato strings, but played faster than in the movie. Rózsa then skipped the love theme (originally mm. 59–102) and went on with The
Mother‘s Love (orig. mm. 103–124, renumbered mm. 115–136), to which he adds a countermelody in the high strings in the first four measures. At the end of this section (orig. m.
124, renumbered m. 136), a drum roll and a ritardando were added to pave the way for the
transition to the last part of the old Entr‘acte, whose m. 105 was consequently renumbered m. 137. Adding a brass countermelody in mm. 143–149 (new count), Rózsa then
followed the old material but again inserted the trumpet echoes mentioned before. At the
end of this track we hear an added trombone echo (mm. 179–183; 3:40–3:44 on the CD)
and some new chords where the original Entr‘acte only had one sustained chord (from
3:49). So it might be said that the LP track is essentially the old Entr‘acte, with the middle
part (love theme) replaced by Judea and The Mother‘s Love from the Overture.
To make matters even more complicated, Rózsa himself ruled out the cue title
‗Entr‘acte‘ and wrote, ‗Overture‘ above it. This is the title that appeared on the second
MGM LP, but when Sony reissued the music on their double CD album they renamed it,
‗Prologue‘.
I hope this sheds some light on the controversial issue and the ensuing discussion
started by ‗Medteach‘ on the Rózsa Forum on August 18, 2007, called ‗BEN-HUR: alternate overture‘.
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Entr‘acte (new)

no. page
85

332

Title

Reg.no.

Entr‘acte (new)

1724-82

Reel/
part
23-1

Date
07-22

no.
pp.
13

Dur. Mm.
3:15

117

 Rhino II 17 • MRSSS 58 • Aldebaran II 8 • DVD II.40 (0:00:21)
In contrast with the preceding cue, the score sheet indicates a duration of 3:15.
However, the actual recording time is 3:47, or half a minute longer than intended. Again,
this obviously did not matter, because the screen remained black during the Entr‘acte anyway. The same thing happened to the Overture as well.
In fact, the opening of this new Entr‘acte is not only similar to that of the Overture
(cue no. 1), the sheet music is an exact photocopy of the Overture up to m. 98, with the
different cue title pasted on top of the old one (if you look closely, you can still see part of
the line marking the bottom of the new paper strip). But whereas the Overture segues to
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the Mother‘s Love theme and ends on ‗Friendship‘, now the fortissimo chords of ‗Anno
Domini‘ prepare us for the second half of the movie. The Overture and the new Entr‘acte
were both copied on the same day, and the first 11 pages, which are identical, bear the
same production number (1724) without the following cue number. It is only from page
12 onwards that the Overture is marked ‗1724-81‘ and the Entr‘acte ‗1724-82‘. And there
is yet another interesting detail: In the Entr‘acte the last stave of p. 11 has a double barline followed by a time change (‗3/2‘). This is the moment when the ‗Anno Domini‘
theme re-appears in the Entr‘acte. In the Overture this time change has been deleted on
the page and the music segues to the ‗Mother‘s Love‘ theme. This visual editing at the
bottom of page 11 could mean that the Entr‘acte was in fact written first—and might
have been the original Overture! However, this would not explain the ‗Entr‘acte‘ title having been pasted on top of the Overture title.
By the way, the Overture and the Entr‘acte were also recorded on the same day. In
fact, they might even be the same recording (up to the end of page 11), with the different
endings edited later.
The composer obviously intended this cue to have a quiet ending, indicated by a
decrescendo covering the last few bars and the last chord ending piano. The recording, on the
contrary, crescendos on this last chord! We can see from the score sheet that the original
ending of no. 92 would have shown a marked difference from that of the older Entr‘acte
version (no. 91), which is, after all, what might have been the reason for a new composition. Why this effect was abandoned remains a mystery.
Anyway, judging by how Rózsa had intended this cue to end, it seems safe to say that
this might be a clue to the necessity of a new composition: It had meanwhile turned out
that Act II was to begin quietly with the scene in the Roman bath. Additionally, the composer probably wanted to achieve more coherence by giving Act II more or less the same
‗overture‘ as Act I.
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‗Panem et Circenses‘ March

no. page
86

345

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

‗Panem et Circenses‘
March

1724-98

23-1

08-12

5

—

64

 Rhino II 18 • MRSSS 65 • Aldebaran II 9 • DVD II.43 (0:11:07) • [Sony II 9]
This march was likely the opening cue of Act II (as planned in August), as pointed
out in my analysis of the old Entr‘acte. Note how the reel and part numbers are identical
to those of the Entr‘acte.
‗Panem et Circenses‘ is Latin for ‗bread and circus games‘, a phrase coined by the
poet Juvenal to criticize the fact that these were the only two things the decadent Romans
of his day remained interested in—and the government was eager to provide them with.
23

The music (an accelerated and brightly scored version of ―Galba‘s March‖ from Quo
Vadis) sports all the ingredients that proved Rózsa to be the musical historian he aimed at
being: brass fanfares, cymbals, field drums, open fifths—you name it. Interestingly
enough, the full percussion parts, especially the timpani and most cymbal clashes are not
represented on paper. The woodwinds are barely audible against the batteria and the brass.
Rózsa tried to better this by adding supportive strings for the LP recording, which, by the
way, features a new introductory fanfare and an extra finishing flourish.
It should be noted that this exciting music underscores very little on-screen action
significant for the plot. It serves as a background to build up the tension; it‘s as if one can
already hear what is going on in the arena, although you cannot yet see what is happening
there.
Although the score has a few time codes interspersed here and there, it lacks an indication of final duration. The MRSSS track is the only one to conserve this cue in its entirety, exactly as it is written down. It lasts 1:07. In the film the coda was reduced to shorten the music to 0:52. Mm. 45–60 are missing—as heard on DVD, the Rhino, and the Aldebaran, though no audible cuts can be detected there. As the two reprises were also recorded separately, it can be assumed that the shortened film version was also recorded on
its own.
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Circus Fanfares (new)

no. page

88

351

Title

Circus Fanfares
(new)

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

1724-90

23-3
23-4
23-5
23-6

Date

08-03

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

3

0:05
0:09
½
0:09
½
0:10

6
12
13
15

 Rhino II 19 • Aldebaran II 10 (up to 0:36) • DVD II.43/44 (0:12:40 • 0:13:03 •
0:15:05 • 0:15:30)
Although Rózsa had already composed six and a half pages of circus fanfares at the
beginning of the year, when he was in Rome, along with nearly all the marches, it was
deemed necessary to rewrite them in July and August. In the finished movie we mainly
hear these latter compositions, with the exception of two of the older pieces (cf. cues no.
98 and 100).
The four fanfares are all contained in one three-page cue sheet and numbered from 1
through 4. The first is entitled ‗They are ready‘, which is, of course, what Sheik Ilderim
tells Judah after his prayer. It is five seconds long.
24

Next comes ‗Signal for chariots‘, which is heard during the preparations of the horses and chariots. The score indicates its length to be 9½ seconds, but it is, in fact, slightly
shorter, as one bar (a repetitive m. 10) has been cut.
The third fanfare‘s title is ‗Entrance of the M.O.C.‘ (i.e., Master of Ceremonies) and
it rings out before Messala exclaims, ‗Hail, Jupiter! Give me victory‘. Two bars have been
cut from this fanfare (mm. 10–11, just before the last chord), whose original length was
also 9½ seconds.
When the chariots enter the arena we hear fanfare no. 4 (‗Exit of the M.O.C.‘), again
with two deleted (and probably never recorded) measures (mm. 11–12) immediately before the final chord (Rhino 0:38).
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‗Panem et Circenses‘ March (1st reprise)

no. page
86

345

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

‗Panem et Circenses‘
March

1724-98

23-1

08-12

5

—

64

 Rhino II 20 • Aldebaran II 10 (0:36 – 1:18) • DVD II.44 (0:15:41)
The fourth fanfare is followed closely by a reprise of the ‗Panem et Circenses‘ march
(cue no. 93). This time, four more bars (mm. 17–20) are missing, also on the bootleg.
They appear intact on the Rhino, however.
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New Fanfare for Circus Parade

no. page
87

350

Title

Reg.no.

Reel/
part

Date

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

New Fanfare for
Circus Parade

1724-76

23-3

07-08

1

—

13

 Rhino II 21 • MRSSS 64 and 66 (identical) • Aldebaran II 10 (1:18 – 1:32) • DVD II.44
(0:16:26)
This is the only time during the circus sequence that we actually see the musicians
blowing into their instruments, which were reconstructed under the composer‘s supervision (as he had already done for QUO VADIS—or maybe the props from the earlier film
were used). We also see Pontius Pilate walking to his throne. This short fanfare introduces
Rózsa‘s best-known piece from BEN-HUR: The Parade of the Charioteers—although it
was never called that on the cue sheet.
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Circus Parade

no.

page

Title

Reg.no.

131

503

Circus Parade

1724-5

Reel/
part
—

Date
02-06

no.
pp.
9

Dur. Mm.
2:59
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 Rhino II 22 • MRSSS 65 • Aldebaran II 10 (from 1:32) • DVD II.44 (0:16:40) • Hollywood Spectacular (R. Padberg, cond.) 4
The Circus Parade, better known as the Parade of the Charioteers, is arguably the
most often recorded and performed music from this movie, but only one of the later recordings is at all faithful to the original, simply because Rózsa himself rewrote the materi-
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al for the concert hall (adding a full string section). And even the film version is not identical to what the composition looks like on paper.
MRSSS has the complete recording without any of the many cuts audible on the
soundtrack, the Rhino, and the Aldebaran, but also without the first twelve introductory
measures. The one recording that actually mirrors (give or take a few minor deviations
due to performance problems) the written score including the introduction can be found
on Hollywood Spectacular, a 1985 Antares album (CD version on Bay Cities). Rainer Padberg
conducted the Royal Philharmonic, and Christopher Palmer reconstructed the music (cf.
cue no. 66 [g]).
As I said, the sheet music starts with a one-page (12-bar) introduction that is more or
less identical to cue no. 96 (New Fanfare for Circus Parade) on a rhythmical and melodic
level. The difference consists in instrumentation. In the first version (i.e., cue no. 97) the
trumpets start the familiar open-fifth motif, later to be echoed by the combined horns
and trombones, and finally joined by flügelhorns, whereas in the movie (i.e., cue no. 96)
we hear the horns right at the beginning, the echoes being played by the trombones only.
The trumpets take the original flügelhorn part. Thanks to this re-orchestration the fanfare
has a more portentous opening, compared to the relatively thin and shrill trumpet sound.
Just compare the Padberg with the Rhino recording.
Regarding instrumentation, it should perhaps be recalled that Rózsa had of course to
use modern-day instruments as no actual Roman instruments have survived (we only have
pictures of them, but nobody can tell what exactly they sounded like). The flügelhorn
sound, by the way, differs from that of the cornet (which Christopher Palmer says was
used in the 1978 QUO VADIS re-recording) in that it is mellower, leaning towards a horn
sound rather than a trumpet sound like the cornet. The literal translation of the German
word Flügelhorn is ‗wing horn‘—the instrument was used to summon the flanks, or wings,
of an army.
For the concert version of this cue Rózsa created a new introduction based on the
first new circus fanfare (cue no. 94)—a motif that resurges in the middle of the march.
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In mm. 13–14 the background ostinato announces itself, played by the lower brass
and the percussion sections. These two bars also form part of the concert arrangement,
but are missing from the movie soundtrack, as are mm. 15–26, where the first of the two
central motifs, i.e., ‗Messala‘, is introduced, followed by a recapitulation of the introductory fanfares. Along with the Victory Parade (cues no. 64–66) this is one of the very few
cues where the composer (or the copyist?) actually indicated a key signature; in this case
the three sharps of A major (starting in m. 13). Some listeners actually find it quite hard to
detect the Messala theme in its major guise and heroic brass instrumentation, being so
different from the usual ominous string and lower brass treatment in the minor mode, but
there is no doubt that Rózsa underscored the conflict between Messala and Judah by juxtaposing their themes in this march.
The movie soundtrack sets in with another rendering of ‗Messala‘ only in m. 27. At
0:34 on the Rhino, just before another eight-bar transition occurs, some of the trombones
blare out a measure early (m. 43 instead of 44) but quickly correct themselves for their
next phrase. This glitch occurs on all CDs, which means they all originate from one and
the same take. These eight bars consist of the opening fanfare heard in the movie (cue no.
96) followed by the opening fanfare of the concert version. Repetitive bar 48 is left out
(although not deleted on paper), thus shortening the transition to seven bars.
After this transitional passage the Ben-Hur theme is announced by two bars containing the underlying rhythmic motif (woodwind, percussion), in analogy with the introduction of the Messala theme (mm. 13–14). The Padberg recording not only includes these
two bars but actually repeats them in conformity to the concert version. This is Padberg‘s
only deviation from the movie score.
However, the soundtrack skips over these two bars as well and plays ‗Ben-Hur‘ jubilantly and heroically—and in a version slightly different from all its other occurrences in
the movie or elsewhere. Did you notice that the second note of the second little semiquaver (sixteenth-note) motif is lower than usual, in fact, lower than the longer note that
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comes after it? Everywhere else this motif starts on the home note and then descends a
major second, but here the interval is a full fifth down (marked with arrows in ex. 44).
Rózsa later mended this little note to match this passage with the rest of the score—heard
as early as on the More Music from Ben-Hur LP, conducted (nominally) by Erich Kloss and
produced in 1960, and in all subsequent recordings (Padberg excepted).
Missing mm. 68–69 at the end of the Ben-Hur theme, just before the intermediate
buildup to the return of ‗Messala‘, the music returns to Ben-Hur after just a few bars,
leaving out mm. 90–91. The last cut (and an audible one at that) occurs when the music
skips one and a half (!) bars (mm. 95–96), re-entering on the count of ―three‖ in m. 96.
All these cuts account for the fact that the recording time is 2:12, as opposed to the 2:59
indicated in the score (although the first page as lacks any timing indication) and the 2:55
of the unedited Syracuse track.
Discussing the innumerable later recordings of the Parade of the Charioteers would
certainly go far beyond the scope of this essay; in fact, it might be enough for a separate
essay in its own right.
Example 44
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98
no.

126

Circus Fanfares
page

477

Title

Circus Fanfares

Reg.no.

1724-9

Reel/
part

—

Date

02-09

no.
pp.

Dur.

Mm.

7

0:06
0:09½
0:09½
0:13
0:10
—
0:09
0:10
0:12
0:14

10
10
12
17
12
10
11
12
14
16

 Rhino II 23 • Aldebaran II 11 (up to 0:09) • DVD II.45 (0:19:34)
These fanfares belong among the earliest compositions for the movie made in
Rome. The seven pages headed ‗Circus Fanfares‘ are a collection of 10 fanfares, some of
which are mere variations on others. There is no telling whether all of them were recorded, as only two of them made it into the finished movie. They are not among the Syracuse
acetates. I will discuss them all shortly, although the last of them is heard later in the movie (cf. cue no. 100).
If you compare this older set of fanfares to the new ones (cue no. 94), it is interesting that the musical character of the two sets is rather different. The first ones are sparse,
linear and contrapuntal; the replacements are mostly chordal, homophonic and lush.
No. 1 — They are ready
A short unison fanfare ending on a chord of open fifths.
No. 2 — Signal for chariots
This is a more elaborate version of no. 1 with those echoes typical of Rózsa‘s style.
In the middle of this short cue (9½ seconds) we can detect the opening motif of the concert version of The Parade of the Charioteers.
No. 3 — Entrance of M.O.C.
A definite reminiscence of the fanfare used immediately before Marcus Vinicius‘
victory march in QUO VADIS (about 30 minutes into that movie)!
No. 4 A — Exit of M.O.C.
Again a slightly more elaborate (i.e., longer) version of the preceding cue. It has been
crossed out on the sheet.
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No. 4 B
This is identical with No. 3—though not a photocopy, as the notes do not look exactly the same. Curiously, this time the duration is 10 seconds. Talk about a split second!
No. 5 — Fanfare for Pilate
This fanfare bears much resemblance to cue no. 96, although with a different ending.

No. 6 — After Ben-Hur‘s victory

This is the cue you hear in the movie, before Pontius Pilate reads out the names of
the charioteers. Again we see the Roman musicians in action. As it consists of the BenHur theme, it would have made more sense if it had been employed in the scene for
which it was intended, but then again, we have already heard this theme in the Circus
March anyway.
No. 7 A — Ben-Hur crowned
A virtual copy of the preceding, but for one additional repetitive bar (m. 10) just before the final chord.
No. 7 B
As above, with the addition of two more bars after the final chord of no. 7A.
No. 7 C
This is the only other fanfare of which a recording is known. It is played when Pilate
crowns Judah after his victory (cf. cue no. 100). It starts out like no. 7A, but the last six
measures are different.
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‗Panem et Circenses‘ March (2nd reprise)
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‗Panem et Circenses‘
March

1724-98

23-1

08-12

5

—

64

 Rhino II 24 • Aldebaran II 11 (0:09 – 1:05) • DVD II.49 (0:30:55)
When the race is over Ben-Hur‘s triumph over Messala is underscored with this
march, which we now hear for the third time—and in yet another version!
This time not only mm. 17–20 are missing (as in cue no. 95), but also mm. 26–29.
These latter are structurally akin to the former; it‘s the same music, transposed a third
higher. And yet, this cue is actually longer than the other two, because it has mm. 45–60
restored, missing out on mm. 52–55 only. The Rhino and Aldebaran CDs have the exact
film version.
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 Rhino II 25 (‗Victory March‘) • Aldebaran II 11 (from 1:05) • DVD II.49 (0:32:15)
Pontius Pilate puts the laurel on Judah‘s head with the words, ‗I crown their god.‘
The cheers of the spectators are amplified by yet another fanfare. In fact, another of the
old collection of circus fanfares (cue no. 98) is used here. It is no. 7C, and it has one bar
missing (m. 10). On the Rhino this cue is entitled ‗Victory March‘ for no readily apparent
reason, as it certainly is not a march, musically speaking.
***
Judah has won the race — but Messala deals him a horrible blow when he tells him
about his mother and sister‘s leprosy. Immediately after Ben-Hur‘s triumph and the corresponding triumphal music the atmosphere turns gloomy and so do the next cues. In the
last installment of ‗BEN-HUR: A Tale of the Score‘ we will follow Judah and Esther into
the Valley of the Lepers, find out why the score to the Sermon on the Mount contains
words but no indication of voices, take a look at the four different versions of ‗Golgotha‘
and at some cues not heard in the movie, and finally discuss the confusing number of
alternate cues for the Miracle and Finale. The race goes on.
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Back to the Danube
Two Views of the Belgrade Rózsa Festival
Alan Hamer

E

EUROPE beckoned again last year in the wake of the centenary concert in
Budapest and the very successful SPELLBOUND and EL CID recording sessions in
Bratislava and Prague, respectively. This time Belgrade would be the focal point for a festival called A Double Life of Miklós Rózsa. As with Budapest, the ever-supportive Jill Arbetter was the prime mover, in cooperation with the Belgrade Philharmonic Orchestra
and the Yugoslav Film Institute. There was some worrisome local unrest over Western
recognition of Kosovar independence in February, and the scheduled three concerts were
eventually reduced to just one. But what a concert! Three of Rózsa‘s major concertos
were now to be played in the same program, surely a unique event for this composer. In
addition to the concert and the film showings, we enjoyed a welcoming reception, photo
displays at the Institute—John Fitzpatrick had been dispatched to Syracuse to unearth a
collection of mostly unfamiliar images—plus talks and discussions designed to introduce
Serbian capital to some unfamiliar music written by a Hungarian master born in a neighbouring country along the Danube. Belgrade, despite its troubled recent history, proved
to be an attractive and friendly place situated at the confluence of the Danube and Sava
rivers; its people radiate hospitality and a rich Balkan cultural heritage. Sheila and I soon
met up with John and Doug Raynes to reconstitute last year‘s Budapest delegation; later
we happily made the acquaintance of Hank Verryt (and his wife, Mariette), who has done
so much to improve the Society‘s Web site. And of course there were Jill and her husband, the virtuoso Gilad Karni, who would play the Viola Concerto again so brilliantly
the following day.
The first scheduled event was to be a welcoming reception at the Kinoteka Film
Theatre that evening, to be followed by the first film screening. The Serbian archive, carefully protected during the 1999 NATO bombing, is one of Europe‘s major film collections and a considerable source of national pride. Unfortunately the print of A DOUBLE
LIFE turned out to be rather less than acceptable; sadly; in fact, all the films shown that
weekend were in a very poor state, but still the assembled audiences seemed rapt and fascinated by such classics as THE ASPHALT JUNGLE, EL CID, JULIUS CAESAR, SPELLBOUND, and TIME AFTER TIME. These were English-language prints, subtitled variously
in the Serbian (Slavic) or Croatian (Roman) versions of the Serbo-Croatian language. John
gave a speech of greetings and thanks for our being invited—with pauses for translation
into Serbian. Later some of us adjourned to a nearby outdoor restaurant. (The temperature averaged around 30 degrees Celsius throughout our stay!) The streets were alive with
crowds in celebratory mood long into the night; could it be they sensed an exciting music
festival had begun? Well, no actually. It seems it is always like this in Belgrade, the city
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that never stops partying! (Jill likened it to Tel Aviv, of all places.) That the annual Eurovision Song Contest was about to begin likely made for even larger crowds than usual.
The following day we were given permission to attend morning rehearsals at the Kolorac Concert Hall; there we were to realise the very superior calibre of each of the soloists: Robert Bokor, a Macedonian-born violinist; Gilad of course; and in the Sinfonia concertante, the Russian-born violinist Ilya Gringolts and the English cellist Raphael Wallfisch,
who has played the work several times before and also recorded it for ASV Records along
with the Cello Concerto. In any event, his playing at both the rehearsal and in the evening
was typically brilliant, and he was very well partnered by Gringolts, who proved an athletic and wholly accomplished player well suited to the virtuosic Hungarian idiom. The orchestra, considered the finest in Serbia, appeared to be in great form under the Californiabased conductor Yair Samet, who genuinely felt Rózsa‘s music to be most unfairly neglected and enjoyed the rhythmic bursts of energy inherent in so much of it. His feat of
preparing three major concertos (and partnering four virtuoso players) is surely one for
the record books.
The rousing Overture to a Symphony Concert suitably opened the evening‘s proceedings,
and Maestro Samet captured the emotion and dramatic tension inherent in the piece. The
Violin Concerto came first. Bokor was superb in the slow movement, most highly effectively intoning the brooding theme over the quasi-impressionistic background on which it
is superimposed. He, too, much enjoys playing Rózsa‘s work, and in fact has since performed the Concerto in Budapest in October. Gilad had the challenge of following the
with the more introverted Viola Concerto. His ardent, muscular playing ensured that
there would be no sense of anticlimax. The Sinfonia provided the slam-bang finale. After
which the Parade of the Charioteers made a rousing and popular encore. This was so well
received one could almost feel that the audience‘s extreme concentration on the concerti
had been lifted and replaced by something they knew and probably associated much more
with this composer! It never fails to uplift those who hear it, and on this occasion left the
full house eagerly wanting more. Afterwards, we were whisked off to a nearby garden restaurant for an al fresco supper with the conductor, soloists, orchestra officials, and other
guests. Robert Bokor brought his fiddle and, along with the popular singer known as Keba, continued to serenade the group with Serbian folk songs well into the night. A lighthearted and informal party atmosphere pervaded the warmly scented night air, and we all
enjoyed the good traditional food and wines, along with impromptu vocal entertainment
by local singers, who performed infectious Serbian refrains to our vigorous clapping in
time for support. Without doubt, it had been a day to remember.
On Sunday morning several of us explored the Kalemegdan Citadel, which towers
over the two rivers at their meeting point, It has remained the key to power in the region,
with well over a hundred battles fought over it and some parts destroyed and then rebuilt
over forty times. The afternoon‘s showing of THE ASPHALT JUNGLE was followed by
John‘s short talk on Rózsa‘s career, which neatly dovetailed with a frank and amiable pan34

Violinist Robert Bokor and popular artist Keba serenade the guests after the Belgrade concert.
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el discussion between Serb film composer, Zoran Simjanovic and film director, Goran
Markovic. There was certainly much empathy and humour evident in their remarks on the
film business in their country as compared with West. Lower music budgets are one obvious difference, and Simjanovic‘s music includes a wide repertory of contemporary electronic and pop gestures. Simjanovic also observed that so many film composers who have
worked in Hollywood were from Europe originally and therefore the film industry there
had much to thank European countries for. He reminded us that the composer Dušan
Radić (GENGHIS KHAN, THE LONG SHIPS) was still a presence in Belgrade. Radić had
prepared a suite from those scores, but had not been able to have it performed.
We were heartened to see such appreciative audiences—especially at the concert—
and to make the acquaintance of a young Serbian music lover (and part-time keyboard
player), Petar Cvijovic, whose enthusiasm for about Rózsa‘s works was infectious. It is so
necessary to find supportive and musically sensitive young people to maintain the flame
of vitality in the best film and concert music. This is surely what our Society begs to promote and has always sought to achieve, and with the likes of people like Petar and others
of similar musical sensibilities, the task can be accomplished. Our visit to Belgrade was
thus productive as well as uniquely memorable; I for one look forward to returning to this
remarkable city soon.

Hank Verryt
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of Miklós Rózsa‘s birth became a major performance year for the
playing of his orchestral and solo works—a record year, I believe. Could we dare
hope for the impetus to be carried forward to the post-centennial period? With the year
2008 in hindsight not only was the performance tally of the previous year reached but it
has even shown an increase. We noted some 100 known Rózsa performances, compared
with 82 in the centennial year. I was fortunate to attend two of them, in Belgrade and
Wroclaw.
Can you imagine returning to your hotel room from a satisfying breakfast and being
surprised by strains of Rózsa viola music being played live? We were in the Serbian capital, and I was sure it was the Concerto. Sure enough, in the room below was the culprit,
practising before the rehearsal. We stood outside the hotel for a while, taking in the music
wafting through the open window and mingling with the street noise and the horns of the
impatient motorists on the busy streets of Belgrade and then set off on an orientation
walk through the city.
Having first located the film museum, it was off to find the Philharmonic Hall. A far
easier task then from where we had just come. A polite request to the doorman to be allowed to have a peep inside was turned down because ―the orchestra was rehearsing.‖
Quite obvious as the trumpets sounded for the ―Parade of the Charioteers.‖ We had seen
very little advertising of the events except for the posters hanging in the window of the
venue. Even the tourist and events brochures seemed to ignore it.
Jill Arbetter, who organized the event, had arranged for us to attend the final rehearsal and it became obvious that we were attending a special event with projected images, accomplished playing, and a unique Rózsa programme. The evening performances
offered superb musicianship and crowned a wonderful evening, rounded off with a postconcert function that further demonstrated the warmth and hospitality of the Serbian
people. A treat for us all and a tribute to Miklós Rózsa.
The venue, which held around 800, was well filled, although at the price of only
three euros it should have been packed. The program opened with the Overture to a Symphony Concert, a piece which would be recognizable to Rózsa film music followers as his
style is unmistakable. A BEN-HUR-like fanfare opening leads into a nine-minute struggle
of alternating powerful and quieter sections. These Rózsa compositions are challenging,
but as Mr. Karni had earlier told me, musicians like to play them ―because they are so well
written.‖
Hard on the heels of the memorable Belgrade event I was fortunate to attend a June
concert in Wroclaw, Poland, conducted by Mariusz Smolij. As I sat awaiting the start of
the concert, I heard Miklós Rózsa‘s name mentioned a number of times and wondered if
the audience really know who he was? There were a lot of young people in the audience.
Perhaps they were attracted more by the accompanying music by Hans Zimmer (PIRATES
OF THE CARRIBEAN) and John Williams (THE PATRIOT). Who knows? One thing is sure,
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in Wroclaw there will now be some 500 Polish people who will view their next screening
of QUO VADIS and BEN-HUR a bit differently than might otherwise have been the case.
The auditorium was sold out already on the morning before the concert though the
stairs were still able to accommodate eager last-minute listeners. The conductor Mariusz
Smolij, a regular presenter of Rózsa music now resident with the Acadania [Louisiana]
Symphony Orchestra, was in Wroclaw especially for this concert of Hollywood film music which formed part of a trilogy in a festival of Film Music. The other concerts appeared
to be devoted to music from Polish films.
The Philharmonic Hall in Wroclaw is fairly modern, in contrast with its historic surroundings, and lies near the centre of town. The acoustics are good with a sound projection that seems to suit the film music. The first part of the programme commenced with
THE PATRIOT, not heard often but impressive live. Following that was a medley combin-

Juliet Rozsa, violist Gilad Karni, and conductor Nir Kabaretti after the Santa Barbara performance
of the Viola Concerto. COURTESY OF JULIET ROZSA
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ing familiar Hollywood fanfares and tunes followed by selections from Richard Rodgers‘s
OKLAHOMA! and Bruce Broughton‘s SILVERADO.
The lights were dimmed as the orchestra readied itself for the second half, an allRózsa segment. Mr. Smolij explained to the audience who Miklós Rózsa was and gave a
background of his compositional experience. Then as the QUO VADIS image was projected on the wall behind, the orchestra launched into the QUO VADIS Suite. Few of those
present would ever have heard this suite complete or even partially, and from the applause at the end of each movement it would seem that they did appreciate what the orchestra was doing. A lump rose in my throat as I thought back how difficult it once was
once to hear this music and thanks to conductors like Maestro Smolij we can now get to
hear it live.
The BEN-HUR Suite (the full six movements) followed, and it was interesting to hear
some unexpected interpretations here and there. Sustained and loud applause gave a clear
message to the conductor that this audience had not had enough. The encore was a reprise of the just-completed ―Parade of the Charioteers.‖
These are but two concerts that I have been able to attend. The experiences have
been unforgettable. Maestro Smolij has since presented these suites and the Viola Concerto with Gilad Karni as soloist with his Acadania Symphony Orchestra in Louisiana. Both
gentlemen are regularly involved in Rózsa performances. We would love to hear more
from those fortunate enough to have attended these and other concerts around the world.



Helsinki Philharmonic cond. by Okku
Kamu (March 2009)
 Zürich Tonhalle Orchestra cond by David
Zinman (10, 11, 12 March 2009)
Notturno ungherese Sheboygan (Wisc.) Symphony cond. by Andrews Sill
Cello Concerto Janáček Philharmonic
(Ostrava, Czech Republic) cond. by Heiko
Mathias Förster.
Viola Concerto
 Gilad Karni in Belgrade, Acadiana
(Louisiana), and Santa Barbara, California.
 Lawrence Power with the Liverpool Philharmonic
All of this is exciting news. But when will we
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hear Sara Davis Buechner play the Piano Concerto or Anastasia Khitruk the Violin Concerto? Here are two first-rate artists who have
been actively seeking to play this music. The
challenge is getting the orchestras to go along.
Recordings
Just a checklist ―for the record‖ of an astonishing fifteen releases on fourteen different labels,
including the first-ever DVD concert release.
Aulos AUL 66158. Includes Toccata capricciosa,
Op. 36, with works by Kodály and Ligeti.
Niklas Eppinger, cello.
BSX Records BSXCD 8845. The Miklós Rózsa
Collection. Kaleidoscope, Op. 19c; Sonata for

Guitar, Op. 42 (reissue); plus guitar transcriptions of Rózsa film themes. Gregg
Nestor, et al., guitars and ensemble.
Chandos CHAN10488. Orchestral Works vol. 1.
Three Hungarian Sketches, Op. 14; Hungarian
Serenade, Op. 25; Overture to a Symphony Concert, Op. 26; Tripartita, Op. 33. Rumon
Gamba, cond. BBC Philharmonic.
Divine Art. DDA25052. American Piano Sonatas. Includes Piano Sonata, Op. 20, and
sonatas by Carter and MacDowell. Peter
Seivewright, piano.
El (Cherry Red) Records ACMEM 151CD.
The World of Sabu. Includes Jungle Book Suite
(reissue of original Victor 78rpm version
with Sabu) and Thief of Bagdad Suite (reissue
of RCA Frankenland State recording but
sans narration). With music from BLACK
NARCISSUS by Brian Easdale.
Equilibrium EQ82. Passacaglia. Includes Sonata for Flute Solo, Op. 39, with works by
Karg-Elert, Dohnányi, and Hindemith.
Amy Porter, flute.
Film Score Monthly FSMCD 12.3. TIME
AFTER TIME. Complete soundtrack.
Medici Arts DVD 3072238. Gidon Kremer
and Kremerata Baltica. Includes Tema con
variazioni, Op. 29a, with works by Schubert,
Piazzolla, Schnittke, and Raskatov. Gidon
Kremer, violin; Marta Sudraba, cello.

chamber version; 6:09) with works by
Shore, Grainger, Wolfe, and Neuworth.
Lydia Kavina, theremin, with Ensemble
Sospeso.
Naxos 8.570570. Hungarian Music for Cello and
Piano including the Toccata capricciosa, Op.
36, with works by Bartók, Liszt, Kodály and
Popper. Mark Kosower, cello; Jee-Won Oh,
piano.
Naxos 8.570925. Hungarian Serenade, Op. 25;
Concerto for Viola, Op. 37. Gilad Karni,
vla.; Mariusz Smolij, cond.; Budapest Concert Orchestra MAV. [Special thanks to Dr.
and Mrs. Herbert Axelrod for making this
recording possible.]
Prometheus PCD167. THE GOLDEN VOYAGE OF SINBAD. Two discs. Reissue of the
United Artists soundtrack album (stereo)
plus a first issue of the entire score in mono
sound.
ReDiscovery RD135. Rózsa Conducts Rózsa.
CD reissue of the Westminster Vienna
Symphony LP, plus Notturno ungherese and
―Salome‘s Dance.‖
Sony/BMG Masterworks 721742. Violin
Concerto, Op. 24. The classic Heifetz
premiere version in an ―Original Jacket
Edition‖ reissue.
Tadlow Music. Tadlow CD 005. El Cid.
Three-disc set. Nic Raine, cond.; City of
Prague Philharmonic.

Mode MODCD199. Original Works for Theremin. Includes Spellbound Concerto (1946

Erratum: In PMS 64 we misstated the
names of Gilad Karni‘s patrons, who also
hosted our Budapest dinner in 2007—and
who have generously supported the recent
Naxos recording. They are Dr. and Mrs.
Herbert Axelrod. Our apologies for the
error.

Miklós Rózsa‘s memoir, Double Life, is
again available from the original U.K. publisher in the original edition (paperback
version). Contact:
http://www.msrbooks.co.uk/
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